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Why I decided to do this 
research



A little bit of context

Reconnaissance Delivery Actions on Objectives

Weaponization Exploitation

Installation

Command and Control



Hundreds of color psychology studies have demonstrated that colors can profoundly influence your 
decision making process.

Color theory: Emotion + Bias

Malicious Benign

Source: https://myva360.com/blog/color-for-success

Red is most often associated with 
danger or focused attention.

Green communicates peace, growth 
and health. Green means “go”.

https://www.verywellmind.com/color-psychology-2795824


Color bias on VT

Sample

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/55a0bbde3e32c559715cdc9c7d30d003b9e14725a6369d30edef20c1ed6dd994/


What is there in common?



Research explanation



This research focuses on…

Office 
document

Bundled_files

Images [Content_Types].xmlStyles.xml

PDF 
document

Dropped_files

Images

Other 
documents

Bundled_files

ImagesOthers Others



Office documents

Images: As we could see, TA are using images within their documents. Usually, related to Governments and 
other agencies.

[Content_Types].xml: This file specifies the content types and relationships within the Office Open XML 
(OOXML) document. It essentially defines the types of content and how they are organized within the file 
structure.

Styles.xml: Stores stylistic definitions for your document. These styles provide consistent formatting 
instructions for fonts, paragraph spacing, colors, numbering, lists, and much more.



Facts

● We have identified the use of the same images in multiple documents used by the same threat actors at 
different moments in time.

● We have identified the use of the same [Content_Types].xml in multiple documents used by the same 
threat actor and other threat actors at different points in time. Some [Content_Types].xml were more 
generic than others.

● We have identified the use of styles.xml in multiple documents used by the same threat actor and other 
threat actors at different points in time. Some styles.xml were more generic than others.



ITW examples - Office



Scope 



APT28 - Images

insignificant image of a 
hand (14)

Just a line (+100)

Fake Office enable 
content image (13)

??? (+100)

Fake EDA Roadmap
European commission (4) (emf)



APT28 - Images c1c821715f874dc2251a18cc
474ec7445149a943741594
fd29ce2e282a877a59



SideWinder - Images

a50ee1e5e27a28f4f1f7dc00f05ae59
d3d7427157414daa414a7dabe06bb
cf3d



SideWinder - Images

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Baber-Haider



Gamaredon - [Content_Types].xml



Gamaredon - styles.xml



Gamaredon - styles.xml



Gamaredon - styles.xml



Gamaredon - styles.xml

"Foreign institutions of Ukraine"
Embassy of Ukraine in Hungary

Almost all of them were like this

Sample

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/3ff2337e0f56626218e8a6526a8d5e78aa53eb6e88ce666b15e02c9712ece220/relations


Gamaredon – from styles to images



Styles.xml shared between threat actors



An interesting case

Reported by IBM X-Force & TrendMicro Reported by deepinstinct

These three files have the same
[Content_Types].xml and styles.xml

https://securityintelligence.com/x-force/itg05-ops-leverage-israel-hamas-conflict-lures-to-deliver-headlace-malware/
https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/24/a/pawn-storm-uses-brute-force-and-stealth.html#:~:text=One%20of%20the%20most%20common,around%20the%20world%E2%80%8B%E2%80%8B.
https://www.deepinstinct.com/blog/threat-actor-uac-0099-continues-to-target-ukraine


[Content_Types].xml shared between threat actors



Applying AI 



Applying AI 



Dhash? Not at all
main_icon_dhash:cc692b2b1517cc2b

main_icon_dhash:c869696949550f0f



ITW examples - PDF



Blind Eagle

Sample

If you are in an incident response where PDF files were 
involved and opened by Adobe, remember that you 
have the thumbnail of the first page stored in 
C:\Users\<user>\AppData\LocalLow\Adobe\Acrobat\DC\
ConnectorIcons 

These files are dropped during the execution of the PDF

DFIR TIP

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/c6da79c508d2e91046f949ae99ba9eb7cbd7e363a8581f7292691c7e33827e09/relations


Blind Eagle



Blind Eagle – Other artifacts, similar logic



Blind Eagle – Other artifacts, similar logic



ITW examples - Emails



Don't forget to follow us on social networks! > Fail

Sample

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/8f1d5d70785ba938454874e95e668baf9baeea869fb52548035368ef6f0e7a07/relations


Don't forget to follow us on social networks! > Fail

Pivoting using the footer 
images from this 
campaign

Other 33 emails with 
the same footer images 
affecting in other 
countries and 
universities

Images attached in the email



Don't forget to follow us on social networks! > Fail



Conclusions and limitations



We can potentially trace malicious individuals by examining evidence linked to the initial documents they 
use to launch their intrusions.

- Today we do not incorporate bundled_files into the JSON structure that can be used to create a livehunt 
rule, but it is planned to be added. Instead we can use vt_behaviour_files_dropped.sha256 for those 
scenarios where the files are dropped.

- In certain situations, the styles.xml and [Content_Types].xml files within office documents can provide 
valuable clues for identifying and tracking the same threat actor.

- The method presented here offers an alternative to traditional hunting or pivoting techniques, serving as 
a valuable addition to a team's activities.

- We are happy to hear your feedback and suggestions | https://www.virustotal.com/gui/contact-us and 
joselsm@virustotal.com

Conclusions - Limitations 

https://www.virustotal.com/gui/contact-us
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